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When twenty-four-year-old Honor Daviot returns to the States after her latest tour overseas as an

army medic, she's ready to settle down with her fiancÃƒÂ©, and open her own pediatric practice. A

nice, quiet life, away from violence and war.But fate intervenes when she crashes her car...and

wakes up to find a handsome stranger watching her. His name is Gracen Lightwood, and he is

unlike any man she's ever met before. Hot and sexy andÃ¢â‚¬Â¦too bad heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s also

delusional. Not only is he wearing clothes that look like something out of a museum, he insists that

the year is 1775.You donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t wanna miss Fire and Honor (The Lightwood Affair) Ã¢â‚¬â€œ A

steamy romance, unlike anything M. S. Parker has written before.
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I'm about 40% thru this on my kindle and doubt I will finish. The story is just plain boring. Too much

time spent on thoughts and pointless reminiscing of main character and not enough time on

advancing the plot. The dialogue is uninteresting and the 'hero' comes off as a weak buffoon. Was

hoping for more observations of historical era but gave up when I read 'She unbuttoned his shirt...'



-really? An 18th century gentleman's shirt didn't button, it tied. I gave up not long after that.

A young woman is in a car accident and suddenly thrown back in time to 1775 and United States

revolutionary war. She is helped by a British loyalist and they become attracted to each other. The

second story is about a trauma and burn nurse and a orphaned solider, who saves a young boy and

a man caught in a fire. He himself is burned badly. The third story is of what makes Hollywood the

cess pool that everyone believes. The only way to make it in Hollywood is on your back. Personally,

I would consider only the first two stories to have any merit for reading the next installment, each

one is a cliff hanger clip of what you would be reading. But reading is a personal choice.

Love the series! Wish they could be combined into one novel instead of three separate books.

Author does seems to want to make sure you get you moneys worth by including other stories with

this first segment.Characters are strongSome love scenes but they don't overpower the storyPlot is

very good

I really enjoyed the first book and thought it was going to be long novel. UNTIL, I got nearly half way

through and it ends and then the rest of the pages are two more stories. What the heck??? Why

don't these writers just take all 3 books and publish them in one story!!!The other weird thing -

Gracen is described as having long blond curls and Honor has ebony black hair....that's in the first

book. In the 2nd book, Gracen has the raven black hair and Honor all of a sudden has chestnut

brown hair. Doesn't this author even know her characters. This is like really bad continuity in a

movie!!!Despite all that, I'm enjoying the 2nd book and will read the 3rd one, just to see what

happens to them.

each page of the chapters.Perfect blend of romance and suspense:::::::: And the best part about the

story of the U.S. and the conflict between foreign countries:::Is a master within the genre ::: Highly

recommended .

I love MS Parker's books. Although I should have known it would be a series since it was different I

thought it might be a stand-alone. I gave it 4 stars because I enjoyed it immensely right up until the

big reveal then I felt like things just moved to rapidly and a little too easily. Over all I enjoyed it. Two

bonus books included that I've already read and loved.



I liked this story's premise a lot. The development of the characters was great and the plot was

engaging. I felt the author got a little too involved and descriptive of the account of Honor's tour of

duty.I took off one star because the synopsis did not say this was a cliffhanger (which I hate). Also

because it was a little more into Erotica than I usually read but that's a personal quirk.

I was really enjoying the story line until it abruptly stopped. Needless to say, another book attached

was heavily into bondage and not at all like Fire and Honor. To add insult to injury a second

bondage book followed -- after a few pages one could easily guess where it was going. As it was a

free copy, I got what I paid for.
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